
COURSE TITLE  :  FABRIC  FORMATION I -PRACTICAL  
COURSE CODE  : 3069     
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COURSE OUTCOME 

Sl. 
No. 

Student will be able to 

1 Analyse the sample cloths and identify warp, weft, material, count & design. 

2 Identify the various drafts  in hand looms and prepare tie-up and treadling plan for 
different designs 

3 Weave different designs in hand looms & make appropriate changes as and when needed. 

4 Analyse sample cloths and identify the loom requirements for weaving the sample. 

5 Reproduce the sample cloths. 

6 Calculate the amount of yarn required, number of machines, time and efficiency for the 
production of cloth. 

 
 

LIST OF EXPERIMENTS 
 
 

1. Analyze the fabrics of plain & its derivatives, Twill and its modification. 

2.  Analyze the given sample of cloth for the following details, Ends & Pricks / Unit  space,   Count  of 

Warp & Weft,  crimp of warp & weft, material of warp & weft and design.  Draw the Design, draft, lifting 

plan & denting plan of the sample cloth.  Give the loom requirements to weave the particular cloth. 

3.  Loom requirements to weave the particular design 

4. Analyze the fabrics specially used for toweling purpose. 

5 Analyze the given sample of cloth for the following details, Ends & Pricks / Unit  space,   Count  of 

Warp & Weft,  crimp of warp & weft, material of warp & weft and design.  Give the loom requirements 

to weave the particular cloth. 

6. Prepare pirns in high speed pirn winding machine Identify the parts. 

7. Dismantle and assemble the parts. 

8. Prepare cones in cone winder  



9. Identify the parts and check the stop motions. 

10. Perform doffing 

11. Analyze the working of sectional warping and mill warping 

12. Analyze the working sizing & beaming machine. 

13. Identify the parts 

14. Prepare size mixture for the given warp 

15. Prepare weaver’s beam for the given warp 

16. Calculate the number of machines required in the preparatory section for a particular    fabric. 

17. Analyze the important parts of Handloom. 

18 Set the lever shedding mechanism for different weaves and sketch lever shedding 

mechanism.(Raising of healds, Lowering of healds & closing of healds ) 

19. Determine the counts of heald and reed. 

20. Perform drawing and denting of warp 

21.  Prepare Tie-up and weave the following designs. Plain & Derivatives Twills. Two treadle designs 

other than plain .Three treadle designs. Four treadle designs Horizontal & vertical Zigzag designs. 

Diamond designs. Honeycomb designs. Huck- a- back.  Mock-leno.  Double cloth, double width cloth etc. 

22.Prepare designs from the given draft and lifting plan. 

 
 
The students should keep separate records for weaving mechanism, fabric structure & cloth samples 
and submit certified & bonafied records at the time of practical examination 
 
 
 
LIST OF EQUIPMENTS/MACHINERIES 
 
Counting glass 

Handlooms 

Ordinary power looms 

Crimp tester 

Lab model high speed warp winding machines 

Lab model high speed weft winding machines 

Lab model high speed warping machines 

Lab model high speed sizing machines 

Power loom   


